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Welcome to the 2018 Iranian Stanford
Professional Symposium! We are delighted to
have you here and hope you enjoy meeting old
friends and making new ones!

A
MESSAGE
FROM
ORGANIZERS

The theme of this year’s event, “Our Community,
Our Impact”, was chosen based on the feedback
we received from ISPS 2017 attendees who
wanted to see how the community of Iranian
alumni of Stanford can extend its spectacular
success in technology and science to other areas
such as social engagement and policy-making.
To that end, we have invited a diverse group of
speakers with passion for law, technology, art,
education, and leadership, who have dedicated
their careers to bringing communities together
and helping them influence today’s world in a
meaningful way.
We have also planned a number of activities
throughout the day to allow for networking,
mentorship, and discussion. Your presence here
is a great opportunity to connect with your
fellow Stanford alumni/students, and to start a
conversation about us and our role as citizens
of the world, about developing a stronger and
more effective community and about expanding
our impact! Because we will best succeed as a
unified community if all of us engage in shaping
its future.
Welcome to ISPS 2018!
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To inspire Stanford
Iranian community,
help them build lasting
connections, grow to
their full potential as
beacons of hope and
become impactful
citizens of the world
Iranian Stanford Professional Symposium (ISPS)
is an annual event co-organized by the Persian
Student Association and the Iranian Stanford
A l u m n i A s s o c i a t i o n a t S t a n f o rd U n i v e r s i t y.
Each year, ISPS bring accomplished alumni and
students with different backgrounds together, with
the hope that our gathering serves as a catalyst
for the emergence of new initiatives and ideas to
improve the lives of our community and beyond.
By bringing our alumni and students together, our
annual gathering also creates opportunities for
mentorship, coaching, and career consultation.

Keynote
Speaker

Howard E. Wolf

President, Stanford Alumni Association
Vice President, Alumni Affairs, Stanford University

Howard Wolf, who has led the Stanford Alumni Association
and its staff since 2001, earned his bachelor’s degree in
psychology, with distinction, from Stanford in 1980 and
his MBA from Harvard in 1985. Before his appointment as
Vice President for Alumni Affairs and President, Stanford
Alumni Association, he worked as both an entrepreneur
and business manager in the publishing and commercial
real estate development and management industries.
An active alum and volunteer, as well as an avid Stanford
athletics fan, he received the Stanford Associates
Outstanding Achievement Award in 2000. In addition
to his Alumni Association role, Howard is one of eight
officers of the University and part of its senior management
team, with particular responsibility for advising the
University’s President and the Provost on alumni affairs.

Who are we and what is the significance of our community? How can
we shape the future in this country
and globally? What is the best way
to leverage the power of digital
technology and data to develop our
voice and impact? How to prepare
our future generations for the
growing complexity of finding their
identity? In this panel, we will have
four inspiring talks and a discussion
with leaders of our community who
are working towards answering these
questions each in his/her own way.

our
community

Moderator:

Lily Sarafan
Cyrus Habib

Lieutenant Governor
Washington State

OUR TIME TO LEAD

Pirooz Parvarandeh

Founder
Iranian American Contribution Project

A PLATFORM TO BENEFIT THE
IRANIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY
Leila Zia

Senior Research Scientist
Wikimedia Foundation

BUILDING COMMUNITIES (AT SCALE):
LESSONS FROM WIKIPEDIA
Sam Alavi

Senior Development Analyst
UC Davis

THE AYANDEH: YOUTH
ENGAGEMENT AND VOICE IN THE
IRANIAN AMERICAN DIASPORA

Nahal Iravani-Sani

California Superior Court Judge
County of Santa Clara

our
impact

PAVING THE PATH
TO JUSTICE
Mohsen Moazami

Founder and Managing Director
CNTP

NOW WE HAVE THE
RESULTS, SO WHAT?
Parisa Khosravi

President
Payam Global Strategies

PERCEPTION IS NOT
REALITY
Yahya Tabesh
Founder
Polyup

SURVEY OF MATH
EDUCATION IN IRAN

Moderator:

Shima Alizadeh

How can we find our own niche to contribute to our
community at the highest level? Do we really need to be
special and privileged to make a difference? How can we
take advantage of education and technology to shape the
community around us in powerful and constructive ways?
What are core characteristics that distinguish people who
positively make an impact from those who want to make a
difference, but can’t or won’t go beyond status quo? In this
panel, our speakers will answer these questions and share
their stories and thoughts how to leave a lasting impact,
locally and globally.

Hanif Sadr

Founder, Komaaj

Our Cuisine
Our Connection
Born in Paris and raised in Tehran, Hanif immigrated
to the US for graduate studies in Material Engineering
in 2012. But a chance encounter (a temporary
cooking job at Golestan Education) changed the
course of his life, driving him away from engineering
and pulling him into the kitchen, an experience that
led him to founding Komaaj food group, a pop-up
restaurant based in Berkeley. Hanif will be sharing his
experience as a chef of ethnic food on how food can
help starting a conversation and forming communities.

Design Lab

Grassroots Communal Values

Successful communities grow on personal
core values of their members. In return,
these communities nurture those values and
help their members thrive. We designed
Design Lab as a group activity where
participants identify their core personal
values and evaluate how their existing
communal activities are helping them foster
those values. Using the results of this selfdiscovery process, participants form teams
to define core values for their communities
and design activities/communities that
enable them improve on those core values.

Mentorship
Lounge

A good mentor helps you become a better
version of yourself by helping you see
yourself in a different light. Mentoring others
is also a hugely rewarding experience that
can enrich your professional and personal
life. Whether you want to find a mentor or
become one please stop by our mentorship
lounge over the lunch break where you can
find members of our community interested
in diverse areas including high-tech,
healthcare, and entrepreneurship who are
either seeking advice on starting/advancing
their careers or are willing to pave the
path for you to fully realize your potential.

Plug and Play is an active early stage investor and
global innovation platform. Headquartered in Silicon
Valley, Plug and Play has built accelerator programs,
corporate innovation services, and an in-house VC to
make technological advancement progress faster than ever
before. Since inception in 2006, their programs have expanded
worldwide to include a presence in over 20 locations globally
giving startups the necessary resources to succeed in Silicon
Valley and beyond. With over 6,000 startups and more than
220 official corporate partners, they have created the
ultimate startup ecosystem in many industries. They
provide active investments with 200 leading Silicon
Valley VCs, and host more than 700 networking
events per year. Companies in their community have
raised over $7 billion in funding, with successful
portfolio exits including Danger, Dropbox, Lending
Club, PayPal, SoundHound, and Zoosk. For
more information, visit www.pnptc.com.

The Hamid and Christina
Moghadam Program in
Iranian Studies at Stanford
University provides an
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary platform for
the study of modern Iranian
history, culture, politics,
society, and economy.
The Program offers courses related to Iran; organizes conferences, workshops, discussion panels,
and an annual lecture series; and actively supports
related student groups.
The Program is a forum
for scholars, experts,
practitioners, and artists from Stanford and
beyond to teach, collaborate, and study Iran.
Generous support from
the Bita Daryabari Endowment in Persian Letters
helps promote teaching,
research, and scholarship
at Stanford relating to Iran,
its art and literature, and
people of Iranian heritage.

PLATINUM
SPONSOR

GOLD
SPONSORS

HAND Foundation is an advisory,
advocacy and grantmaking organization
dedicated to building better
communities by enabling the growth
and advancement of individuals.
We invest in social causes and
individuals that share our beliefs
and values, are making a meaningful
difference in one of our focus areas,
and are part of a larger network of
people and organizations in their field.
We advise social entrepreneurs and
philanthropic organizations who seek
a strategic thought partner to help
them set a vision, build a strategy, and
execute in a way that allows them to
get more from the limited financial
resources they have available to them.
To get the most from our investment
and advisory services, we help
broadcast the great work of the
organizations and individuals we
support through our newsletters,
p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n c a u s e - re l a t e d
conferences, and public speaking.
Nonprofits who demonstrate that their
program or proposal is aligned with
HAND Foundation’s core strategies
and mission areas are encouraged to
submit a Letter of Inquiry (LOI) through
our website:
www.thehandfoundation.org

Pahlavan
Family

Tina &
Hamid
Moghadam

Santa Clara Valley Section

SILVER
SPONSORS

Persian
Student
Association
Founded in 1993, the Persian Student Association (PSA) is a nonpolitical voluntary student organization. PSA’s mission is to sponsor
Persian social and cultural activities and events, to promote an
understanding of Persian culture, to help foster friendship among
different cultural groups, and to provide a source of union and support
for the Persian community at Stanford.

Iranian
Stanford
Alumni
Association
The Iranian Stanford Alumni Association (ISAA) is a network of Iranian
alumni of Stanford University. ISAA’s mission is to foster engagement
among Iranian Stanford alumni and facilitate interaction among
different generation of alumni through social, cultural, and educational
events.

Organizing
Team

Narges Baniasadi

Mohammad Hekmat

Maryam Daneshi

Amir Hossein Delgoshaie

PSA President 2006-7
ISAA Board Member

PSA President 2013-14

Matin Mirramezani
PSA Vice President
2018-present

PSA President 2008-9

PSA President 2017-18

Shima Alizadeh

ME Women’s Group
President 2015-16

Milad Mohammadi

PSA Vice President 2012-13

Mehrdad Yousefzadeh

PSA President 2018-Present

Pooya Ehsani

PSA Vice President 2013-14

info@iranianstanfordsymposium.com
http://isps.stanford.edu
hello@ziaghiasi.com
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ariaameri@live.com

designed by zia ghiasi + aria ameri

9:00 am
9:45 am

10:00 am

Registration / Breakfast
Opening Remarks
Keynote

Howard E. Wolf

10:30 am

Panel 1: Our Community

12:00 pm

Lunch / Networking / Mentorship

1:00 pm

Cyrus Habib
Pirooz Parvarandeh
Leila Zia
Sam Alavi

Our Cuisine, Our Connection
Hanif Sadr

1:15 pm

Design Lab

2:30 pm

Coffee Break

2:45 pm

4:15 pm

Agenda

4:30 pm

Grassroots Communal Values

Panel 2: Our Impact
Nahal Iravani-Sani
Mohsen Moazzami
Parisa Khosravi
Yahya Tabesh

Closing Remarks
Cocktail Hour

